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Thank you for choosing TGC products. The following instructions are very important to safety operation 
of gas appliance. Please read through them carefully. For any enquiries and service requests, please 
call Towngas Customer Services Hotline 2880 6988 . 

Installation
1. Use approved gas tubing bearing EMSD approval marking (such as: EMSD 

APPROVAL GTXXXX) for connection to appliance or other appropriate methods accepted by EMSD.
2. Fix the accompanied gas governor (Rinnai C002D 04000 2). Ensure that the pressure setting is 

1.1kPa.
3. When installing gas appliance on top of kitchen cabinet, check that the air intake opening at top plate 

is not blocked in order to ensure proper operation of the gas appliance.
4. Install the gas appliance in a well ventilated room.

Operation
1. In case of suspected gas leak, open windows and shut off gas meter valve. Do not operate any 

electric appliances or switches. Do not use any phones on site. Contact Towngas Emergency 
Hotline on 2880 6999 with a phone outside the premises.

2. Please use the appliance properly according to the operating instructions.
3. Do not use gas appliance for any purposes other than cooking, e.g. drying clothes.
4. This appliance is suitable for domestic use only.
5. Do not add aluminum discs to burners. This will incur combustion problem.
6. Open the windows and  turn on ventilation system before operating gas appliance.
7. Do not leave operating gas appliance unattended.
8. Do not fill water including soup ingredients over two thirds of utensil volume when boiling water or 

soup. Spilled liquid of boiling will affect combustion and damage the gas appliance.
9. Heed high temperature of top plate, burners and pan supports.
10. Do not use flat bottom pot with diameter more than 280mm; otherwise, the knob may be overheated. 

When using small utensil, reduce flame power so that flame does not exceed utensil bottom.
11. Top plate is fixed. Do not remove it.
12. Do not clean the top plate when the appliance is hot.
13. Ensure stability of utensil resting on pan support. Hold utensil firmly if it slips easily.
14. Do not put weight exceeding 10kg on each pan support.
15. Pan support is heavy. Do not drop it.
16. Pan support gets hot after usage. Clean after cooling down.
17. Ensure that burner caps and burner bodies are not deformed and flames are evenly distributed. 

Contact Towngas Company for services if there is abnormality.
18. Before ignition, ensure the burner cap, burner body and pan support are in correct position and do 

not incline.
19. Ensure that flame holes of burner are free from water and dirt.
20. Aeration is preset at manufacturing, please do not attempt to adjust it.
21. Do not allow children to use appliance.
22. When the appliance is used with low flame, slowly open and close the cabinet door under the 

appliance; otherwise flame may be extinguished by air draught.
23. Do not press the knob more than 10 seconds. If the burner is not ignited after 10 seconds, wait at 

least 1 minute before making further attempt.
24. Do not  leave operating gas appliance unattended even using the timer function (RJB31CT).

Important Safety Instructions



 

25. Always use pots with a cover and make sure that the handles of the pots are correctly positioned to 
avoid heating and collision of handles. 

26. Do not use aerosol near the gas appliance. 
27. All control knobs should be turned to " OFF " position after operation.
28. The top plate of this gas appliance is made of ceramic glass which is safer than normal glass. 

However, the following safety precautions should also be noted in order to prevent the glass 
breakage:

Clean the burner caps frequently to maintain clear passage of burner flame holes . Clean the 
burner after spillage of food and liquid once it cools down.
If abnormal noise is observed, turn off flame. Check placement of burner caps and place them 
correctly after appliance cools down. Contact Towngas Company if problem persists. 
Do not use oversized utensils for cooking.
Dot not  impact with hard objects or place heavy objects on the top plate.
Dot not place cooking utensils on the top plate.

Maintenance
1. Allow gas appliance to cool down completely before cleaning.
2. Dry burner caps and burner bodies( RJB31CT / RJB32C) completely with dry cloth after washing. 

Flame holes of burner must be free from water lest combustion is affected.
3. Do not touch any internal parts of the gas appliance. Wear gloves to prevent cut injury when 

cleaning appliance.
4. Check condition of flexible gas hose regularly. Ensure that it is free from kink or crack. Contact 

Towngas Company for services if damage is found.
5. Before and after use, notice the condition and cleanliness of burners. The following abnormal 

condition will incur abnormal combustion and thus damage of components. Ensure undertaking 
measures to rectify the problem accordingly.

Important Safety Instructions

Abnormal Condition Handling Measure

Burner caps and burner bodies are deformed 
(RJB31CT / RJB32C)

Contact Towngas Company for services.

Burner caps and burner bodies are tilted 
(RJB31CT / RJB32C)

Replace burner caps and burner bodies  
properly. The parts must not be tilted.

Burner flame holes are blocked by water
(RJB31CT / RJB32C)

Dry burner caps with cloth and replace them 
properly.

Burner flame holes are blocked by dirt 
(RJB31CT / RJB32C)

Clean burner caps with mild detergent and 
brush. Dry burner caps with cloth and replace 
them properly.



 

Product Description

RJB31CT

This Japan made appliance is designed for to meet versatile cooking needs and design in Hong Kong. It is 
equipped with 4 hour timer function ,electronic continuous ignition system and rotary flame control which 
make cooking more convenient.  Powerful flame with independent simmer flame is suitable for Chinese    
cooking. German made ceramic glass top plate is good for cooking and easy cleaning. 

It is equipped with flame failure safety and overheat appliance protection device. In cases of unexpected 
flame extinguishment or abnormal combustion due to burner blockage,  gas  is  shut off automatically; and 
3 hour automatic flame off device  is also  provided  to  ensure  safety.                                                                       

Features include:

4 hour timer function to facilitate cooking 

Powerful double ring burner with independent simmer ring for versatile cooking needs

Electronic continuous spark ignition and  rotary flame control knob for simple operation

Brass burner caps with thermal resistant coating and slot type flame holes for durability 

Flame failure safety device and 3 hour automatic flame off device for safety

Burner Parts

Spark Electrode

Flame Failure Safety Sensor

Pan Support

Outer Burner Cap

Burner Body

Timer Knob

Base Tray

Air Intake Guard

Control Knob

Simmer Burner Cap 

Cover Disc

Ceramic Glass Top Plate

Sealing Gasket

Components and Parts Names

Ceramic Glass Top Plate

Base Tray

Air Intake Guard

Timer Knob

Sealing Gasket

Control Knob

Pan Support

Simmer Burner Cap

Outer Burner Cap

Burner Body

Cover Disc



 

Product Description

RJB31CG

This Japan made appliance is designed for to meet versatile cooking needs in Hong Kong. It performs 
exceedingly in quality, safety and performance and is reliable, durable, simple to use and easy to clean. 

It is equipped with flame failure safety protection device. In cases of unexpected flame extinguishment,  
gas  is  shut off automatically to  ensure  safety.                                                                                                           

           

       

Features include:

Stainless steel burner brings excellent durability.

Electronic continuous spark ignition and  rotary flame control knob for simple operation

Flame failure safety device for safety

Ceramic Glass 
Top Plate

Burner

Grill Plate

Oil Drip Pan

Grill Guard

Air Intake Guard

Components and Parts Names

Base TrayControl Knob

Spark Electrode

Flame Failure Safety SensorBurner Parts

Ceramic Glass
Top Plate

Grill Plate

Oil Drip Pan

Grill Guard

Base Tray

Air Intake Guard

Burner

Control Knob



 

Product Description

RJB32C

This Japan made appliance is designed for to meet versatile cooking needs in Hong Kong. It performs 
exceedingly in quality, safety and performance and is reliable, durable, simple to use and easy to clean. 

It is equipped with flame failure safety protection device. In cases of unexpected flame extinguishment,  
gas  is  shut off automatically to  ensure  safety.                                                                                                           

           

       

    

Features include:
Sealed burner design for easy cleaning

Electronic continuous spark ignition and  rotary flame control knob for simple operation

Brass burner caps with thermal resistant coating and slot type flame holes for durability and easy 
cleaning

Flame failure safety device for safety

Air Intake Guard

Cover Disc

Rear Burner Body

 Front Burner Cap

 Front Burner Body

Cover Disc

Base Tray

Sealing  Gasket

Ceramic Glass Top Plate

 Rear Burner Cap

Pan Support

Control Knob

Components and Parts Names

Front Burner Rear Burner
Spark Electrode

Flame Failure Safety Sensor
Spark Electrode

Flame Failure Safety Sensor

Burner Parts

Pan Support

Rear Burner Cap

Rear Burner Body

Cover Disc

Ceramic Glass Top Plate

Base Tray

Front Burner Body

Air Intake Guard

Cover Disc

Sealing Gasket

Front Burner Cap

Control Knob



 

Before Installation
After having removed the various loose parts carefully from the internal and external packing, 
make sure that the gas appliance is not damaged. In case of doubt, do not install or use the 
appliance and contact Towngas Company.
Keep all the packing parts (e.g. polystyrene foam, bags, cardboard, staples) away from children to 
avoid danger.
Do not store any flammable materials, sprays or pressurized containers inside the stove cabinet.
Install the gas appliance in a well ventilated room.
Place the gas appliance on a stable and level bench top. Please refer to below figure for cut out 
dimensions and position.
The gas appliance should have a distance of more than 150mm away from surrounding 
combustible materials.
If another appliance (e.g. dishwasher, washer) is to be installed under the gas appliance, keep a 
clearance of at least 10mm from the bottom of the gas appliance. If the installation instruction of 
the appliance underneath requires a different distance, adopt the larger value.
If an air flow generating appliance or device (such as built in oven, clothes dryer) is to be installed 
under the built in gas appliance a partition shelf must be added and sealed with silicon rubber. This 
prevents air flow affecting the gas appliance operation.
Reserve a distance of not less than 650 mm between the gas appliance and range hood.

Installation

Bench Top Cut out Dimensions



 

Installation

Installation of battery 

RJB31CT

RJB32C

RJB31CG

1.5V C size  battery 

The service life of the dry batteries 
is approximately 7 months. 

The battery life may be affected by 
spontaneous  discharge during 
storage period.

The service life of the dry battery is 
approximately 1 year. 

The battery life may be affected by 
spontaneous  discharge during 
storage period. RJB31CG / 
RJB32C )

Front  

Front  

Front  

1.5V D size alkaline battery x 2

1.5V C size  battery 

Front

1.5V D size alkaline battery x 2

Front

1.5V C size battery

Front

1.5V C size battery



 

Installation

Caution: The material of top plate of this appliance is Glass

In order to avoid dangerous situation arising from breakage 
of glass, DO NOT apply heavy weight or strong impact on 
glass top plate.

DO NOT make any scratch at the bottom side of glass, it will 
cause glass breakage while in use.

 

RJB31CT

Fit Top Plate at Correct Position

1. Connect 2 cable connectors of base tray with connectors of  
top plate.

2. Position top plate hole with burner and fix top plate.

Pay attention not to squeeze cable between top plate and 
base tray.

Pay attention not to place cables near burner.

3.   Fix cover disc with screws ( 2 pieces for each burner).

Position electrode and  flame failure safety device with hole 
of cover disc.

Please ensure that screws are fastened tightly!

4.   Surely fit  timer knob and control knob supplied with product.

 

 

To Appliance Installer

 

 

 

 

Screw
Washer

Flame Failure 
Safety Sensor

Spark
Electrode

Cover disc

 

Timer Knob
Control Knob



 

Installation

 

Make sure that the following parts are fitted properly before use:

RJB31CT

Burner Body

Insert bottom locating slot of burner body into      
locating pin of cover disc.

Fit burner body into cover disc properly without    
inclination.

Outer Burner Cap, Simmer Burner Cap

Insert locating pin of burner cap to locating slot of burner body.

Fit burner cap into burner body properly without gap.

Do not use gas appliance with burner cap and burner body placing improperly

It may not be ignited if burner cap is not fixed properly.

It may cause incomplete combustion, risk of CO poisoning and burner cap deformation, due to 
uneven flame shape and lighting back.

It may cause flame getting into the gas appliance and damage it.

Pan Support

Fit inner locating pin of pan support into locating 
slot of cover disc.

Do not use gas appliance with pan support placing improperly

It is dangerous because cooking utensil becomes unstable if 

pan support fixed improperly.

Locating 
Slot

Locating 
Pin 

Burner Body

Cover disc

Locating Slot

Simmer 
Burner cap 

 Outer Burner Cap 

Locating Pin

 Simmer Burner Cap 

Inclined Burner Cap

Gap

Inclined Simmer Burner Cap

Gap

Inclined Burner Body Reversed Burner Cap

Locating Pin

Locating Slot 

Inclined Pan Support

Outer     
Burner Cap

Locating Pin

Locating Slot



 

Installation

Make sure that the following parts are fitted properly before use:

RJB31CG

Grill Guard and Oil Drip Pan
Place the grill guard and oil drip pans so that they fit snugly without tilting by aligning them with the 
concave surface of the bottom plate; otherwise it will induce incomplete combustion, CO poisoning and 
burner deformation.

Grill Plate
Place the grill plate properly.    

Do not place grill plate upside down.

Oil Drip Pan

Grill Guard

Grill PlateGrill Plate

Grill Guard

Oil Drip Pan



 

Inclined Burner Cap Reversed Burner CapInclined Burner Body

Installation

Make sure that the following parts are fitted properly before use:

RJB32C

Cover disc
Fix cover disc with screws ( 2 pieces 
for each burner).

Position spark electrode and  flame failure 
safety device with hole of cover disc.

Front / Rear Burner Body

Insert bottom locating pin of burner body into      
locating slot of burner base.

Fix burner body into burner base properly without 
inclination.

Front / Rear Burner Cap

Insert locating pin of burner cap to locating slot of 
burner body.

Fit burner cap into burner body properly without 
gap.

Do not use gas appliance with burner cap and burner body placing improperly

It may not be ignited if burner cap is not fixed properly.

It may cause incomplete combustion, risk of CO poisoning and burner cap deformation, due to 
uneven flame shape and lighting back.

It may cause flame getting into the gas appliancegas appliance and damage it.

Pan Support

Fit inner locating pin of pan support into 
locating slot of top plate fixing disk.

Do not use gas appliance with pan support placing improperly
It is dangerous because cooking utensil becomes unstable.

RearFront
Burner Body

Locating Pin

Locating Slot

Screw

Flame Failure 
Safety Sensor

Spark
Electrode

Flame Failure 
Safety Sensor

Spark
Electrode

Washer

Front Rear
Locating Pin

Locating Slot

Burner Cap

Inclined Pan Support

GapGap

Cover disc

Burner Base



 

Operating Instructions

Flame power icons are clearly shown on  glass top plate. 

Ignition of Gas Burner 

Press and rotate the corresponding flame control knob anti clockwise to the maximum position .     

Burner is ignited by sparks. After releasing the knob, make sure the flame persists; otherwise repeat 

the operation. 

WARNING: The ignition device should not be used for more than 10 seconds. If after that period the burner still has 
not been lit, do not repeat ignition immediately. Wait at least 1 minute before making a further attempt.

Flame Control

RJB31CT

           RJB32C

           RJB31CG

OFF IGNITION/MAX MIN RANGE OF USE 

 

 

 

   

OFF IGNITION/MAX MIN RANGE OF USE 

    

OFF IGNITION/MAX MIN RANGE OF USE 

 

 

 

   

Flame can be adjusted between “MAX” and “MIN”. Please adjust it slowly.

Flame Extinguishing

Turn the control knob backwards to the o off position. 



 

Operating Instructions

Timer Function: 

The timer function is applicable for the (RJB31CT) only.

 Start burner operation by pressing and turning control knob .

   0:00 is shown on display when timer know is pressed. Timer mode is 

activated .

If there is no operation for 15 seconds, display is off and timer mode is 
cancelled.

(If battery power is low, Lo is shown on display. Please replace batteries.) 

 Set time by turning timer knob .
Timer can be set at minimum 1 minute and maximum 4 hours.
Timer setting : 0  60 min : 1 minute interval 

: 1  4 hours : 5 minute interval 
 When time is set, count down starts in 1 sec.

 When timer knob is not used for 10 sec, energy saving mode is activated . 

3 segments of display flash alternately. 

During the energy saving mode, remaining time can be checked by pressing 
timer knob.

 If timer knob is pressed while remaining time is displayed, timer mode is 
canceled . 

 When remaining time becomes 1 minute, buzzer beeps 3 times  “Pi Pi Pi” and 
timer display shows remaining seconds.

 When the set time is up, buzzer gives a long beep and flame is off. Turn control 
knob to off position.

Timer Setting Procedure

2. Timer Mode Setting

1. Ignition of gas burner 

3. Timer Setting

4. Energy Saving Mode

5. Timer Cancel

6. 1 min before set time

7. Timer Finish



 

Maintenance

 Allow the appliance to cool down before performing any maintenance and cleaning. 

Cleaning Gas appliance

Regularly use cloth moisted with neutral cleaning agent to clean the top plate and parts. Then use a 
dry cloth to wipe it. 

Any spilled food or liquid during cooking should be cleaned as soon as possible. 

Cleaning Burner (RJB31CT / RJB32C) 

Remove burner caps and burner bodies for cleaning with neutral detergent when burner flame holes 
are blocked by dirt.

Use non metallic brush and mild detergent to clean burner caps and burner bodies.

Do not use any bleaching agents, strong alkali detergent or abrasive powder. Otherwise, the coating of 
the burner caps will be damaged.

Dry burner caps completely with dry cloth after washing. Burner flame holes must be free from water 
lest combustion is affected.

Replace burner caps and burner bodies properly. Ensure proper alignment of locating pin and slot of 
the parts. 

Notice burner condition. Ensure that burner caps and burner bodies are not deformed or tilted. Burner 
flame holes should not be blocked.

Cleaning Top Plate

Do not use sharp tool like screwdriver and abrasive powder in order to prevent scratch to surface and 
printing.

Wipe the top plate with a clean, soft, damp cloth with mild detergent.

Use cream cleanser to clean stubborn stains.

Cleaning Enameled Parts or Metallic Parts

Regularly use neutral cleaning agent and warm water to clean parts.

Do not use any abrasive powder that can scratch the surface.  

Do not leave any acidic or alkaline substances on the parts (such as : vinegar, lemon juice, salt, 
tomato sauce) 



 

Trouble Shooting 

Some malfunctions can be handled by user. But if the following remedial actions are not effective, please 
call Towngas Customer Service Hotline at 2880 6988 . 

Fault Cause Remedy

1. No ignition  Spark electrode is wet. Dry the electrode with dry cloth. 

Spark electrode has dirt. Clean the spark electrode.

Batteries are consumed . Change battery.

Battery polarity is wrongly placed. Place battery correctly.

2. No main flame Gas meter valve and / or appliance 
isolation valve is turned off.

Open gas meter valve and/or appliance 
isolation valve completely.

Burner is blocked by aluminum disc. Remove aluminum disc.

Spark electrode or safety sensor is 
very dirty.

Clean off the dirt on spark electrode or 
safety sensor.

3. Flame cannot be held Control knob is not fully pressed. Fully press and turn the gas control knob 
ant clockwise to the maximum position.

Small flame is blown off by wind. Wait for 1 minute and restart ignition.4. Flame off when using 

Cooking spillage blocks burner and 
incurs abnormal combustion that 
activates overheat protection device 
(RJB31CT) .

Allow burner to cool down, clean and dry 
it. Restart ignition.

3 hour flame off safety device is 
activated (RJB31CT) .

Turn control knob to off position. If further 
cooking is required, repeat ignition 
procedure.

5. Yellow flame Burner has dirt. Wash burner caps and burner bodies in 
warm water with detergent. Wipe them 
dry and replace them properly. Restart 
ignition (RJB31CT / RJB32C).

6. Unstable flame  Deformation of burner . Contact Towngas Company for services .

Incorrect placement of burner caps 
and burner bodies (RJB31CT / 

After cooling, refit burner caps and 
bodies properly then restart ignition.

7. Ignition sparks persist even   
after releasing control 
knobs

Design function of maintaining 
maximum 10 seconds of sparks to 
facilitate ignition.

Normal and no action required 
(RJB31CT) .

8. Abnormal noise when using Incorrect placement of burner caps 
and burner bodies(RJB31CT / 
RJB32C).

Turn off flame. Replace burner caps and 
burner bodies correctly after appliance 
cools down and restart ignition.

9. Pop sound when flame 
extinguishing

Instant combustion of gas remained in 
burner.

Normal phenomenon.



 

Trouble Shooting 

RJB31CT ERROR CODE

Buzzer Sound Display Description Cause Remedy

Pi x 5 times 141 Thermistor is activated Burner flame holes are 
blocked.

Clean burner caps and burner 
bodies.

Pi x 3 times 111 Ignition failure. Gas meter cock and /or 

appliance isolating cock 

have been turn off.

Spark electrode or safety 

sensor is very dirty. 

Burner is blocked by 

aluminum foil.

Open gas meter cock and/or 

appliance isolating cock 

completely.

Clean off the dirt on spark 

electrode or safety sensor.

Remove aluminum foil. 

121 Flame failure safety 

device is activated.

Flame failure during 

operation. 

Restart ignition after 

surrounding gas has 

dispersed.

001 3 hour automatic shut

off device is activated.

Operated for 3 hours. Turn control knob to off 

position and restart ignition.

Lo Notification of battery 

replacement.

Batteries run out. Replace with 2 new D size 

alkaline batteries.

Buzzer beeps 
continuously

711

721

721

341

Failure of electronic 

components.

Components failed. Contact Towngas Company 
for services.

Note: After error code has been displayed for 2 sec, OFF is displayed.



 

Model RJB31CT RJB31CG RJB32C

Gas Type Hong Kong Town Gas

Gas Supply Pressure (kPa) 1.5

Governor Outlet Pressure (kPa) 1.1

Gas Inlet Connection B.S.P (Male)

Top Plate Material Ceramic Glass

Dimensions
Height x Width x Depth

To Bench Top (mm) 54  x 290  x 520 

To Top Plate (mm) 66  x 290  x 520 

To Pan Support (mm) 120 x 290 x 520 126 x 290 x 520 106 x 290 x 520

Rated 
Heat Input

Total (kW) 6.0 2.15 4.3

Rear Burner (kW) 2.8

Front Burner (kW) 1.7

Weight (kg) 7.7 7.3 7.2

Flame Failure Safety Device Thermocouple Thermocouple Thermocouple

Overheat Protection Device Thermistor

4 Hour Timer Function Yes

3 Hour Automatic Flame Off Safety Device Yes 

Power Supply
1.5 V D size 

alkaline battery x2
1.5 V C size 
battery x 1

1.5 V C size 
battery x 1

Specifications 

1.80
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